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Abstract
The VM (Virtual Machine) is a software processor that has many advantages on
software development, release, maintenance and so on due to its platform independent
features. But, in execution performance aspect, it has a significant disadvantage that
restricted low performance by its execution overhead for the software level interpretation.
Also, in the implementation of VM, ISA (Instruction Set Architecture) has a significant
impact on various features of the VM such as the structure of interpreter, memory model,
system requirements of execution for VM, and etc. Especially, a very small sized ISA
required to be operated the virtual machine on the low-performance device such as IoT
devices, however, if the size of the ISA is too small then it makes execution performance
down of the virtual machine and, makes difficult to improve performance through
optimization.
In this paper, the RSIL (Reduces Smart Intermediate Language) is proposed to solve
these problems by enhancement of the previous virtual machine code.
Keywords: Virtual Machine Code, Intermediate Language, Instruction Set Architecture,
RSIL (Reduced Smart Intermediate Language), IoT Devices, Virtual Machine, Interpreter

1. Introduction
The design of the ISA has significant impacts on various features of the VM such as
the structure of interpreter, memory model, system requirements of execution for VM,
and etc. Especially, a very small sized ISA is required to operate the virtual machine on
the low-performance device such as IoT devices. However, if the ISA size is too small,
then it makes execution performance down of the virtual machine, and it is difficult to
improve a performance through optimization. Thus, the design of the ISA with
sufficiently small size to execute on low computing powered devices and optimization
codes inclusion to enhance the performance is a very important task.
This paper deals with the intermediate language for the light-weighted virtual machine.
The virtual machine is a software processor that has many advantages on software
development, release, maintenance and so on by its platform independent features.
Nevertheless, in execution performance aspect, it also has a significant disadvantage that
restricted low performance by its execution overhead for the software level interpretation.
Moreover, considered IoT devices as a target operating hardware of the virtual machine
have very restricted computing power and resources.
In this paper, we propose the RSIL (Reduced Smart Intermediate Language) that
improved from the previous SIL (Smart Intermediate Language) [1-7] with byte-level
intermediate opcode to resolve two issues; restricted resources of IoT devices and a large
number of optimization specific codes.
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2. Related Studies
2.1. The IoT-Cloud Fusion Virtual Machine
The IoT-Cloud fusion virtual machine is a stack based virtual machine solution with
cloud offloading technology, loaded on IoT devices, which allows dynamic application
programs to be downloaded and run platform independently with high computing
performance that produces by cloud system. The goals of the IoT-Cloud fusion virtual
machine system are enhancing the low computing powered IoT devices’ performance and
make them more smartened devices. Figure 1 shows a system configuration of the IoTCloud fusion virtual machine system. The IoT-Cloud virtual machine is designed lighter
than previous SVM (Smart Virtual Machine) [1, 2] and HTML5 SVM [3, 4].

Figure 1. Structure of the IoT-Cloud Fusion Virtual Machine
2.2. Light-Weighted IoT Virtual Machine
The light-weighted IoT virtual machine is a stack-based virtual machine that was
designed to execute on the low computing powered IoT devices by the cloud-based
offloading method [4,7-11]. Moreover, it was designed to be very small computing
resources required for target devices that have restricted resources. The system
configuration of the light-weighted IoT virtual machine composite by execution layer,
offloading layer, runtime environment layer, portable library layer, and JIT (Just-In-Time)
compiler as shown in Figure 2.
The execution aspect, the executing layer is the main component set. The layer consists
of three sub-modules; executable code loader, profile loader and interpreter. The
executable code loader loads and checks the executable files that generated by the
assembler, and then puts the loaded image of executable file into the memory to be
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executed on the interpreter. The profile loader reads the profiling information that was
generated from profiler for finding offloading points of the given application. The
interpreter, as a core module to execute given applications, patches the RSIL opcode
sequentially from a code section of the loaded virtual machine execution file image. The
occurred data while on execution state is stored and managed on stack and heap by
memory manager automatically.

Figure 2. System Configuration of the IoT-Cloud Virtual Machine
2.3. SIL (Smart Intermediate Language)
SIL, the virtual machine code for SVM, is designed as a standardized virtual ma-chine
code model for ordinary smart devices and embedded systems [1,5]. SIL is a stack based
command set which holds independence as a language, hardware and a plat-form. In order
to accommodate a variety of programming languages, SIL is defined based on the
analysis of existing virtual machine codes such as bytecode, .NET IL and etc. In addition,
it also has the set of arithmetic operations codes to cover procedural programming
languages and object-oriented languages.
SIL is composed of a meta-code which carries out particular jobs such as class creation
and an operation code with responds to actual commands. An operation code has an
abstract form which is not subordinated to specific hardware or source languages. It is
defined in mnemonic to heighten readability and applies a consistent name rule to make
debugging in assembly language levels easier. In addition, it has a short form operation
code for optimization. SIL has 6 groups (except optimization group) of operation codes
and Figure 3 shows the category of SIL operation codes.
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Figure 3. Category of SIL Operation Codes

3. Reduced Smart Intermediate Language: Virtual Machine Code for
IoT Devices
A virtual machine is a conceptual computer with a logical system configuration, made
of software unlike physical systems made of hardware. Use of virtual machine technology
does not require modification of application programs through processors or operating
systems are changed. Typical virtual machines include JVM (Java Virtual Machine) that
executes Java bytecode.
RSIL (Reduced Smart Intermediate Language) is an intermediate language for IoTCloud VM. RSIL is an intermediate language for VM code that is designed for low
computing powered IoT devices. It has a set of stack based operation code. Programs
composed of LVIL(Light-weighted Virtual machine Intermediate Language) code are
converted to executable program by the assembler. In this paper, the RSIL is designed
with two criteria – low computing power required, optimization – as an intermediate
language of IoT virtual machine from the SIL.
The SIL was designed for the stack-based virtual machine, but it has a restriction that
the number of instructions is over the 1-byte level representation because it includes so
many optimization codes for performance enhancement. On the other hand, in the case of
IoT devices, a large-scale instruction set – over 1-byte level – as a virtual machine code is
too bigger than its system performance; low CPU power, small memory and etc. So the
virtual machine code of IoT devices should be redesigned from PC/smart device level
virtual machine code, and reduce the number of code to 1-byte level representation. Table
1 and Table 2 show the categorized instruction information of the RSIL for IoT devices’
virtual machine.
Table 1. Virtual Machine Code Category Information of RSIL
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Operator Category

Counts

Stack manipulation, Arithmetic operator
Flow control, Type conversion

135
36

Core Optimization

17

Total
(general instruction set)

188
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Table 2. Virtual Machine Code Category Information of RSIL
(Extended Codes)
Operator Category

Counts

Extended Optimization
Reserved

50
17

Second Level Extended Optimization

203

Total

270

The criteria of elimination to define the RSIL from the previous SIL instruction set are
follows:
1)

Instructions that are only reserved but not used in a current stage.

2)

Instructions that rarely used and have replaceable code(s) or code pattern(s).

3)

Instructions that have upper compatibility in type coercion operator.

4)

Instructions that rarely used in optimization code category.

We have defined the RSIL by decreasing the number of the SIL instruction set to 188
using upper criteria, and the size of virtual machine instruction set for IoT devices can be
reduced as 1byte level. Also, optimization codes that specially designed for IoT devices
could be added on the RSIL’s unused remind instruction space.
RSIL is composed of meta-code (shows class declarations and specific operations) and
arithmetic codes (responds to actual commands). Arithmetic codes are not subordinate to
any specific hardware or source languages and thus have an abstract form. In order to
make debugging of the languages such as the assembly language simple, they apply a
name rule with consistency and define the language in mnemonics, for higher readability.
The major pseudo codes of RSIL in Table 3 means that RSIL is segmented by
functions and they are represented in the code section. Each function has its own function
name, parameter information and opcode list denoted by mnemonics. The mnemonic of
pseudo codes improved readability by using the keyword on the level of source codes as it
is, and defined a total of indicators such as function.
Table 3. Virtual Machine Code Category Information of RSIL
Pseudo Code
%%CodeSectionStart
%FunctionStart
.func_name

Description
Section flag for starting code area.
Section flag for starting function area.
Describe the function name.

.param_count

Describe the number of parameters for target function.

.opcode_start

Declares opcode list for corresponding function.
Declares end of opcode list for the corresponding
function.
Section flag for finishing function area.

.opcode_end
%FunctionEnd
%%CodeSectionEnd

Section flag for finishing code area

4. Experimental Results
Our previous virtual machines for smart devices and HTML5 platform are used
2bytes length opcode with variable length arguments for handling many
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optimization opcodes [1, 4]. Thus, the required memory size for loading and
processing the program code is larger than the virtual machine that has an only
1byte-length opcode, and it is one of the major reason that inefficient executional
performance of the virtual machine using low computing powered IoT devices as a
host target hardware platform. However, by the method - reducing the number of
instructions, it is difficult to solve the performance issue. Because so many
optimization opcodes are removed by the reducing method, and it is another major
issue to enhancing the performance of the virtual machine that case of not using the
native code but software level virtual machine code executing.
In this paper, we verify the RISL’s opcode and metadata by generating RSIL as
the target intermediate code for the C / C ++ compiler [3, 4]. Tables 4 and 5 show
source programs for N-Queen problem and Prime number with generated the RSIL
programs.
Table 4. Experimental Example Code (N-Queen Problem)
Test Source File (N-Queen)
#include "sys_lib.h"
const int MAX = 1000;
int perfect(int max) {
int i, j, k;
int rem, sum;
int total_perfect = 0;
i = 2;
while (i <= max) {
sum = 0;
k = i / 2;
j = 1;
while (j <= k) {
rem = i % j;
if (rem == 0)
sum +=
j;
++j;
}
… omitted …
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Generated Intermediate Code
%%CodeSectionStart
%FunctionStart
.func_name
&perfect
.func_type
2
.param_count
1
.opcode_start
proc
28
1
str.i
1
0
ldc.i
0
str.i
1
24
ldc.i
2
str.i
1
4
%Label ##0
lod.i
1
4
lod.i
1
0
le.i
fjp
##1

1

… omitted …
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Table 5. Experimental Example Code (Prime number)
Test Source File (N-Queen)
#include "sys_lib.h"
const int N = 4000;
int prime(int n) {
int i,j;
int prime;
int total_prime = 0;
for (i=2; i <= n; ++i) {
prime = 1;
j = 2;
while (j <= i/2) {
if (i % j == 0) {
prime =
0;
break;
}
++j;
}
if (prime) {
total_prime++;
}
}
return total_prime;
}
… omitted …

Generated Intermediate Code
%%CodeSectionStart
%FunctionStart
.func_name
&prime
.func_type
2
.param_count
1
.opcode_start
proc
20
1
str.i
1
0
ldc.i
0
str.i
1
16
ldc.i
2
str.i
1
4
%Label ##0
lod.i
1
4
lod.i
1
0
le.i
fjp
##1
ldc.i
1
str.i
1
12
ldc.i
2
str.i
1
8
%Label ##3
lod.i
1
8
lod.i
1
4
ldc.i
2
div.i
le.i
… omitted …

1

5. Conclusions and Further Researches
The IoT-Cloud fusion virtual machine system will be developed to enhance the low
computing powered IoT devices’ performance and make them more smartened devices.
While implementing virtual machines, the design of ISA that is a very important phase
because it has significant impacts on various features of the VM. The IoT system required
a small sized ISA for its restricted computing resources. In this paper, we have defined the
RSIL as 1-byte level ISA by decreasing the number of the SIL instruction set from the
smart cross platform. Also, we expect that two issues of designing IL can be solved by the
proposed RSIL.
In further researches, an assembly format and an executable format will be defined by
applying the features of RSIL. And they also will be reduced the structure to suitable on
restricted computing powered devices.
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